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Abstract - In this work, we develop a load testing keep explosive development trend. Online games like Lineage
architecture for networked virtual environment to reduce the series [3,4] and World of Warcraft [5] are the major game
testing time and ensure the stability of the server for distributed titles for online games. However, in proposition to their
applications. It explicitly secures the stability of the server for success, the stability and performance ofgame servers become
networked virtual environment and at the same time, it
elaborately generates actual loads for testing the performance of .ma suesi line game o

g meuertsuc prequiremtsf
the server. Our agent based load testing architecture provides game servers, large scale of game users actually participate the
variety of interactions of virtual entities in the virtual worlds to game to test its performance before deploying the game. In
perform realistic simulations. Simulation results show that our order to reduce such testing time, it is recommended
proposed architecture ensures the stability and capacity of the simulating the environment. The industry-standard software
servers. application load testing solutions prevents costly performance

problems in production by generating thousands of loads. It is
Keywords -Load test, networked virtual environment, game helpful to detect dead lock, memory leak, thread leak, and

simulator, virtual client, beta test, stress test normal synchronization problems caused by fault coding
routines and timing conditions. However, such application

1. Introduction load testing tools are available for only web or system
applications [6]. In this work, we develop a load testing

Advances in computer technology in the entertainment architecture and application for networked virtual
industry are enabling people to capture their activities and environments focused on client-server based online games
experiences as greater volumes of ever-richer media. [7,8]. We also develop network emulator to provide realistic
Furthermore, advances in broadband network technologies, network environment for simulation.
home networking, and wireless mobile technologies have
opened up a new era of ubiquitous. With the advances in 2. A load testing architecture
computing, communication, and multimedia technologies, the
issue of testing client-server system has been attracting A load testing architecture for networked virtual environment
interests from the researchers due to growing use of distributed should be able to create hundreds to thousands loads to ensure
applications [1]. the stability of its servers. In a high loading environment, it
Generally speaking, it is not easy to test and measure the should trace the programming bugs of the server and measure

performance of client-server based system due to its service quality of the clients.
complexity. In order to solve this complex problem and make We present a hierarchical load testing architecture and it has
rigid distributed applications, we propose a load testing following characteristics.
architecture for its simulation. Wangerin et al. [2] proposed
event based simulator structure for client-server model. This 1. To create hundreds ofthousands ofloads, we propose a
structure installs simulation module around the centre core hierarchical load testing architecture. We put one host as
and the centre core executes the manager role, which manages a master to manage agent hosts.
the simulation. The real simulation execution is carried out in
the module and the simulation processing utilizes the event. 2. There exist several agent hosts which actually generate
The advantage of this structure is that the various types of virtual clients.
simulations can be generally done. However, it is not scalable
to simulate large scaled concurrent users with interactions in 3. The virtual clients can connect with servers and create
networked virtual environment. actual loads and they are controlled by a master host via
Applications like online games are one of the representatives their agent host.

for large scale of virtual environments. In online games, large
scales of users enter single virtual world concurrently and 4. The number of agent hosts can be increased constantly
interact with each other to provide the new game interest and in parallel.
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5. The master host provides realtime hardware entity and manages overall simulation. The master host is also
performance and service speed to measure service quality. connected to the observer component located in the server

system to get the feedback information from servers such as
6. The agent hosts can create as many virtual clients as up CPU, memory and network usages. Figure 2 illustrates
to their hardware performance. architecture of master host. In this figure, it consists of agent

manager, server manager, network manager, database
7. We design IP network emulator to test with more manager, and user interface module. The agent manager and
realistic network environment. server manager manage the set of agent hosts and server

systems. The user interface module consists of controller
8. We design analysis to analyze simulation result using which controls simulation, and simulation view which displays
GUI and various graphs. test information and monitoring data. The database manager

stores the simulation information and performance data into
the database. Figure 3 illustrates a screen view of application
of master host.

virtual~~~~eniomn. It cons{ists of master host, aubr of The roe of agn host are to creae control, removeor
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manager manager server. They join the virtual worlds like actual client does and
interact with each other using an application of master host.

Figure 2. Master host architecture The virtual client can be implemented using our template
program.

There exists a protocol between each component that is
linked to the network. We design simulation protocol between 2.4. Virtual client engine
the master and agent hosts, and between agent hosts and their
virtual clients. We implement a set of library and template to Virtual client engine is comprised of protocol library and
make virtual clients and server observer easily. Each communication library. The virtual client communication
component has following role. library is a networking library to create sockets and send and

receive network messages. The virtual client protocol library
2.1. Master host is illustrated in Table 1. The virtual client protocol library is

comprised of virtual client initialization, termination,
The master host controls its agent hosts and deliver event operation and report of virtual client response time.

packets to agent hosts. The master host exists as an application
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Table I. VC Protocol _ from Python Script import
Type Command ID Function import time

def Py_CES_MAIN(CurrentAgent):. ~VC LOG IN
Virtal Client Login max_VC_Num = 100

1 * * 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~time.eleep(1)Initialization VC RET LOG IN Result of logi__ _ A~~~~~~esultof login
VC Create(CurrentAgent, max_VC Num)

Vinal Client VC LOG_OUT Logout VC Login(CurrentAgent, max_VCNumr
Termination VC RET LOG OUT R fVCIndex=[_______________________ U____________ Result of logout V0
Virtual Client VC MOVE Move while i<max_VCONum:

-1 tuu1 llwllt VC_Index.appenclVC_FindfromNamelCurrentAgent, aaa°/cd'%(i)))
Operation VC ACTION User command i=i+l

___________________________________________________time.sleepil)1
VC_TOT_PACKET_TYPE Response time

VC_RET_TOT_PACKET_TYPE Response time while i<2C
number if VC_tndex[i] 1= -1:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~VCAction(CurrentAgent, VC2 Index[i], 530)5

Response Time VCSTARTREPTIME Start to report i=i+1
Report response time time.sleep(1000)

VC_REP_TIME Report response VC Logout(CurrentAgent, max VC Num)
time.ll VC DeletelCurrentAgent, max VCNumr

VC_STOP_REP_TIME Terminate
response time Figure 4. Python Script

2.5. Observer library 3. Applilcatlon of load testing architecture

Observer library resides in the server system and. provide 3.1. Virtual client implementation
performance information to the master host. Observer librar
simply calculates the performance index of server systems and As we mention in earlier section, we make virtual client
send them to the master host. Performnance index indicates using our virtual client template. This template provides the
resources usage ratio such as CPU, NeT ork and Memory. networking connection with the agent host. To make a

light-weight virtual client, we remove all the graphical
2.6. Network emulator resources from an actual client application and converge it into

the template. The virtual client can be implemented as a
IP Network Emulator makes virtual network environment by process or thread type. Procedure to make virtual client is as

modeling the behavior of real network environment and follow,
generates real network packets physically. By using network
emulator, we can test the stability of server by modulating Step 1 Remove all the graphical and user interface
network- packets. The roles of networkll-emulator are to delay resources from an actual client and simplify processing
sending/receiving packets from NDIS driver, control packet logic.
drop probability, copy network- packets, and control network
bandwidth. Step 2 Initialize message socket (called AgentSocket) to

communicate with its agent host.
2.7. Analysis

Step 3 Connect received message into each processing
Analysis is an application to analyze simulation results. It logic function call.

graphically displays data stored in the database and checks the
value of data immediately. Because it graphically displays The step 1 and 2 are the preparation phase to make a
changes in number of virtual clients and response time, all connection with the agent host, and the step 3 is the connection
sorts of corresponding situation during simulation can be phase to connect processing logic into the message socket. The
easily analyzed. step 3 consists of Virtual Client Initialization, Termination,

Operation and Response Time Report as illustrated in Table 1.
2.8. Script

void CVeVCAgentSocket::OnNewMessage( void pBuf. int lenTo support regression test and individual operation control of
PVeVCTotPacketType_t pPacket =tPVeVCTotPacketTypet ) pBufvirtual clients, we embed Python script into our system 91. It switch ( pPacket->Cornienand

sequentially executes a set of commands by writing a script. It case VC_LOGi IN:
actually converts script statements into command execution break;
algorithm. Figure 4 illustrates a script with creation, login, and vcs LoVCrouGt
event action of 100 virtual clients. break;

Figure 5. Vilrtual clienit message
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3.2. Types of load tests 4.1. List of tests

Using our load testing architecture, we can easily perform We implemented virtual client for Afiliad to measure the
variety of stress tests on networked virtual environment maximum client number for the game server and tried to verify
systems such as large scale login/logout, chatting messages, the stability of the processing logic of sever. In virtual client,
and population convergence tests. we implemented routines for login/logout, chatting, measuring

response time, movement, and hunting. The list of tests that
Login usernurnbe Login server carried out is illustrated in Table 3.

Performance we o ti

____I___A______ Table 3. List of tests
Game Simulator ,LogirYLogouX Login Server List Details

__7_________ - Execute login/logout test with maximum 1,000
Lognurfbei

time Lrogin server Lo i et virtualclet
Login usei numbelPerformance Login test - Login server performance test in fixed load state

- Measure response time
- Measure response time by VC number on moving VC

Game Simulator Rno' Login Server Movement test to same .0.I
- measure response time on moving VC within same

time Lobby server cell
Gamennumber Performance - after moving VC to pointed cell, measure response

Hunting test time at hunting test

a/ne Sinulato ",", LoginServe- measure response time by VC number at hunting test
Gam Siua or rete 9am6e. Login Server

4.2. Results
time time

Figure 6. Stress test example 4.2.1. Login server

able illustrates the list of basic test that our proposed 1UK.-------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------

architecture can perform. However, various simulations can be 00 D ---------- ----- -------- ----------------

done under combination of method or method can be 800 |-- -----
customized under user's own interest. 70D

Table 2. Basic test type
r: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~500. SType Method -

4Ko .....I-

Login test Execute login/logout increasing number of virtual ..
client

Login serverTest stability of login server with login/logout 10b --. .
performance test possibility after fixed number of logged -in virtual /l _ _ _ _
in fixed load state clients o0 o.0. 4so . . 01 55 0218 02410:.3:4 %::270950

- L'ogiR,VCNum

Movement test Ensure stability and capacity of server with test of Figure 7. Increment of number of virtual clients
movement

Response time Measure the response time with round-trip delay
test from virtual client to server

Action test | It is possible for user to define test with action

4. Experiments 05 002 004 or q 032 H 01 0 034 02 050

-C8PU ek-Morl- leory

We applied our load testing architecture on online game
application. The name of application is called Afiliad, which is
one of massively multiplayer online role playing games To verify the stability of login server, the total of 1,000
(MMORPGs) [10]. virtual clients perform login/logout. The login server has 2.8
Generally speaking, the performance of server can be GHz of CPU, 100 Mbps of network, and 1,073 MBytes of

influenced by the number of messages to communicate with memory for the experiment. Figure 7 illustrates the increment
each client [8]. of number of virtual clients. In Figure 7, the number of virtual
In Afiliad game application, the server has a minimum unit clients is increased in 100. Figure 8 and 9 are the results for

called cell and the virtual game world consists of these cells performance index and response time of login server. During
The server only broadcast necessary information to the clients the load testing, it is noticed that the resources of CPU,
within the area of interests (AOl). By doing this, we could memory, and network bandwidth reach at 48%0 (1.35GHz)
reduce network overload. For the experiment, 1n,000 of virtual 270o(276.5MBytes), and 21% (21MBps) in peak, respectively.
clients with 10 agent hosts were set up.
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The response time between login server and each agent host is
3,670 msec of average. Figure 11 illustrates the changes of response time when a

number of virtual clients move within the same cell. The
- ' tj, i "number of virtual clients is increased in 10. It is noticed that

IgE--;'f--X-- X- j' - t,when the number of virtual client reaches at 80, the response
32IA----------- ................... .. I.Itime starts to increase explosively. It is because the server has

to process N2(whereN is the number of virtual client) which is
6,400 of I/O to process and it becomes a bottleneck of the

2447 , server performance.

5. Conclusion

-1221--.-.------- ...........3 In this work, we proposed a hierarchical load testing
architecture to easi simu ate and analyze for networked
virtual environment systems. We also implemented network
emulation and script components to the architecture. To verify
the effectiveness of our architecture, we applied our

architecture on commercial online game application. We
loqinuespTime implemented virtual client and server observer to find out the

performance and ensure the stability of the servers. In result,
Figure 10 illustrates the results of response time when the we stably accommodated 1,000 of virtual clients in maximum.

number of logged in virtual clients is 10, 100, and 200. Each A couple of issues should be elaborated on further and have
has 500 msec, 3,600 msec, and 8,000 msec of response time, been under our investigation. To refine the current architecture,
respectively. It is noticed that the response time is increased the research on improvement of virtual client implementation
when the number of simultaneously logged in virtual client is has to be upgraded. Another issue that we concern about is its
increased. accommodation. The convenient use of our architecture and

implementation must be under consideration.
15i .t-' -- --- -I'' -'-1''' '' '--------'- ---' ' -n----- ------ 1---- ---------
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